Has a storm hit your home?
All too often leaking or damaged roofs go
unnoticed until it becomes a harsh reality.
A leaking roof during a storm is
something no home owner ever wants
to face. However, all too often leaking
or damaged roofs go unnoticed until it
becomes a harsh reality. Perhaps due
to fallen branches, hail stones or high
winds. When this happens, the damage
that occurs to the house ceiling can
lead to significant interior repair costs.
The main lesson from this is that leaky
or damaged roof should be dealt with
before the problem escalates.

ROOF SHINGLE REPLACEMENT

OnPoint is Texas’s leading roofing
company who will replace your damaged
roof and bring your house back to life.
Ignoring the leaks from the roof can
lead to unwanted damage and big
home repair costs not covered by your
insurance company. Replacing your roof
not only saves you from unnecessary
damage to give you a peace of mind for
many years to come.

EMERGENCY ROOF REPAIR

Damaged roof shingles may not look like
much at first but over time can lead to
major costs to the interior of you home.
Most shingles are prone to cracking in
the hot sun after being damaged during a
storm. If your roof is damaged, your roof
shingles may be incorrectly lined and
damaged leading to costly repairs. Repairing them may save you a great deal
of money in the long-term.

We understand that many roofs suffer
from unexpected damage after a major
storm, no single person can expect the
sheer brutality of mother-nature. This
is why OnPoint offers fast and effective
emergency roof repair 24/7 across Texas.

Let us walk you through
the insurance process
Working with the insurance company
can be seem intimidating. OnPoint’s
team will guide you through the process
insuring a smooth claims experience.
OnPoint’s certified roofing experts
will provide a 20 point roof
inspection to insure a complete
review of your storm damage.
OnPoint will guide you through
insurance process from filing the
claim, to meeting with the adjuster
to working out the best settlement.
OnPoint’s experience working with
adjusters will insure you receive a
fair and complete settlement with
insurance company.
OnPoint’s team will review and audit
the details of the estimate to insure
all damage has been addressed.
OnPoint’s team will ensure you incur
no out of pocket expense except for
your insurance deductible.

Call us today for a FREE 20 point roof inspection:

210.301.0135
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